
Sample Transformation

To make the transformation process of the NL question to a SQL query more
clear, we provide a sample transformation presenting the respective desc after
each process step. We utilize the Foodmart data source for that example1.

Input question: What were the total sales for bread per store in January
1998?
desc after POS tagging and cleaning:
index value
0 t0 = (’were’,’VBD’)
1 t1 = (’total’,’JJ’)
2 t2 = (’sales’,’NNS’)
3 t3 = (’bread’,’JJ’)
4 t4 = (’store’, ’NN’)
5 t5 = (’January’,’NNP’)
6 t6 = (’1998’, ’CD’)
The input question is tagged regarding POS and terms are extracted
according to the white list of POS tags.

desc after check for SQL functions:
index value
0 t0 = (’were’,’VBD’)
1 s1 = SUM
2 t2 = (’sales’,’NNS’)
3 t3 = (’bread’,’JJ’)
4 t4 = (’store’, ’NN’)
5 t5 = (’January’,’NNP’)
6 t6 = (’1998’, ’CD’)
The term total is mapped to the SQL function SUM.

According to the term sales the fact table sales fact is identified. But this
information does not change desc.

1The schema of the Foodmart data source can be seen here: https://dbgit.prakinf.

tu-ilmenau.de/code/qa-data/blob/master/foodmart_schema.png
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desc after check for reference of dimension tables:
index value
0 t0 = (’were’,’VBD’)
1 s1 = SUM
2 t2 = (’sales’,’NNS’)
3 t3 = (’bread’,’JJ’)
4 d4 = (”,”,’store’,(’store id’,’region id’))
5 t5 = (’January’,’NNP’)
6 t6 = (’1998’, ’CD’)
The term store (index=4) is mapped to the dimension table store.

desc after check for reference of attributes:

index value

0 t0 = (’were’,’VBD’)
1 s1 = SUM

2
a2 = (”, ’store sales’, ’sales fact’, (’product id’, ’time id’,
’customer id’, ’promotion id’, ’store id’)

3 t3 = (’bread’,’JJ’)
4 d4 = (”,”,’store’,(’store id’,’region id’))
5 t5 = (’January’,’NNP’)
6 t6 = (’1998’, ’CD’)

The term sales (index=2) is mapped to the attribute store sales in the
fact table sales fact.

desc after check for data terms:
index value

0 t0 = (’were’,’VBD’)
1 s1 = SUM

2
a2 = (”, ’store sales’, ’sales fact’, (’product id’, ’time id’,
’customer id’, ’promotion id’, ’store id’)

3
w3 = (’Bread’,’product category’,’product class’,
(’product class id’))

4 d4 = (”,”,’store’,(’store id’,’region id’))
5 w5 = (’January’,’the month’,’time by day’,(’time id’)
6 w6 = (’1998’,’the year’,’time by day’,(’time id’)

The term bread (index=3) is mapped to the data term Bread in the table
product class. The date reference (indexes 5 and 6) are mapped to the
table time by day.

After all processing steps, desc is cleaned for terms that could not be mapped
to the data source. In our example, the term were is dismissed from desc.
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desc after all processing steps, before the transformation to the SQL
query:

index value

0 s0 = SUM

1
a1 = (”, ’store sales’, ’sales fact’, (’product id’, ’time id’,
’customer id’, ’promotion id’, ’store id’)

2
w2 = (’Bread’,’product category’,’product class’,
(’product class id’))

3 d3 = (”,”,’store’,(’store id’,’region id’))
4 w4 = (’January’,’the month’,’time by day’,(’time id’)
5 w5 = (’1998’,’the year’,’time by day’,(’time id’)

Subsequently, the SQL query is constructed with the SELECT, FROM, and
WHERE clauses being constructed separately:

SELECT clause construction

Tuples a1 and d3 are matching the prerequisite to be used for the
SELECT clause. Each tuple is checked for preceding SQL functions -
which applies to tuple a1. The SQL function is added to the attribute.
SELECT SUM(sales fact.store sales), store.store id

FROM clause construction

First the identified fact table is added to the FROM clause, followed by the
JOINs to the dimension tables extracted from desc. If this list contains a
second level dimension table, the corresponding first level dimension
table is added. In our example, product class is a second level dimension
table and the corresponding first level dimension table is product.
FROM sales fact INNER JOIN product ON product.product id =

sales fact.product id INNER JOIN product class ON

product class.product class id = product.product class id

INNER JOIN store ON store.store id = sales fact.store id

INNER JOIN time by day ON time by day.time id =

sales fact.time id

WHERE clause construction

Tuple w2, w4 and w5 are matching the prerequisite to be used in the
WHERE clause. Within these tuples the required table name, attribute
and data term are given to be added to the clause.
WHERE product class.product category = ’Bread’ AND

time by day.the month = ’January’ AND time by day.the year =

’1998’
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GROUP BY clause construction

As there is an aggregate function and the SELECT clause contains more
than one attribute, we need to add a grouping function for the
attributes without aggregation.
GROUP BY store.store id

Finally, all parts of the SQL query are assembled and the query is executed
on the underlying database.
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